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EKOMPACT CHAIR

Promotal conducted the largest ever survey of medical examination
furniture with 200 doctors from 6 European and Middle East countries.
This allows us to develop adapted products with a high added value. 

eKompact is currently the most suitable height-adjustable examination
table for healthcare professionals and their environment. In addition to
its sitting position, its storage and integrated retractable stirrups allow
you to perform a complete examination on a 1m3 table. It becomes a
real assistant for the patient and the practitioner by adapting to their
morphology and preferences thanks to the ability to record favourite
positions and its autonomous movements.

SKU: PR.40235-25.A

ELANSA GYNAECOLOGICAL TABLE

The Promotal Elansa has been developed to maximise carer
accessibility, patient comfort levels, hygiene security and includes a
great range of accessories including stirrups, footrest and goeppels.

SKU: PR.1161

https://midmed.com.au/product/ekompact-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=eKompact+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/elansa-gynaecological-table/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Elansa+Gynaecological+Table
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EMOTIO EXAMINATION COUCH
SKU: PR.4050-20

IQUEST EXAMINATION COUCH

The Promotal iQuest Examination Couch is robust, comfortable, and
easy to access. It is designed to facilitate three basic needs: equal
treatment for people with reduced mobility, efficiency in performing
medical examinations, and ergonomic use of equipment. Promotal has
designed the iQuest sofa with a sleek and airy design that will improve
your comfort and that of your patients with it’s safe, all electric
movement including height, backrest, trendelenburg / reverse
trendelenburg.

SKU: PR.3050

https://midmed.com.au/product/emotio-examination-couch/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=eMotio+Examination+Couch
https://midmed.com.au/product/iquest-examination-couch/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=iQuest+Examination+Couch
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MEDICAL STOOL

Praised by all, the Promotal medical stools are optimum in quality. All
significant aspects of your business are taken into account in drawing
up the stool: Comfort, safety, hygiene. The Promotal stools are available
in various sizes to perfectly fit your speciality. Many options allow you
to tailor the overall design of the stool: upholstery form and matter,
added folder and wheel brakes.

SKU: PR.913

DENEO TREATMENT CHAIR

The DENEO treatment chair is a state-of-the-art resource designed to
enhance comfort and relaxation during blood sampling procedures.
Founded on durable, tested epoxy steel and upholstered with quality
foam-based covering, the DENEO combines functionality with
innovative, convenient design.

For optimal patient positioning, there are two lateral polyurethane grips
integrated into the DENEO, as well as two fully removable arm rests and
a swivel adjusting system. Its one-piece structural makeup means it’s
fundamentally simple to operate.

There’s also the added bonus of the DENEO’s impeccable hygiene
standards. Its seamless upholstery is covered with an antibacterial
agent, and with the chair’s removable handles, it’s incredibly easy to
clean. Enhance the comfort of every patient with the DENEO treatment
chair – a powerful, simple resource founded on medical innovation.

SKU: PR.800

https://midmed.com.au/product/medical-stool/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Medical+Stool
https://midmed.com.au/product/deneo-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=DENEO+Treatment+Chair
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BLOOD SAMPLING CHAIR

The Promotal Blood Sampling Chair is high quality, particularly ideal for
medical analysis laboratories. The reclinable backrest and foot cushion
aid patient comfort, whatever model you choose (fixed/variable height;
electric/hydraulic).  The foot cushion is available in either a manual
version (independent from the backrest) or an electrical version
(combined with the backrest). The reclinable leg-rest is also available in
manual (independent) or electric (combined with the backrest),
enabling easier recline to the emergency position. Additionally, the 80
mm thick upholstery ensures maximum comfort for your patients. Two
armrests allow examinations from the left or right, depending on your
preference.

SKU: N/A

SWIFI TRANSFER CHAIR

Swifi® was designed exclusively for a hospital environment: greater
rigidity and a longer life span, easy manoeuvrability and a large range
of accessories including Swing IV®, an exclusive system of rotating IV
pole.

Swifi® is a transfer chair with an ultra modern and welcoming design
that contributes to reducing patient anxiety on arrival at a hospital. The
patient’s intimacy is respected when manipulating the footrest due to
its bilateral control. The Swifi® transfer chair allows easy access for all
patients, notably reduced mobility or corpulent patients. A patient
weight capacity of 200kg, an open-sided seat, swing-back armrests and
a sliding footrest ensure both lateral and frontal access comfortably.

SKU: PR.30130-02

https://midmed.com.au/product/blood-sampling-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Blood+Sampling+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/swifi-transfer-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Swifi+Transfer+Chair
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TWEEGY TRANSFER CHAIR

Entirely configurable and accessorizable, the Tweegy evolves and will
evolve with your needs!

The Promotal Tweegy is the simplest transfer chair ever designed.
Small, slot-in and very simple to use, Tweegy is the solution that
facilitates your transfers and eases the organisation for all. Entirely
configurable and accessorizable, the Tweegy evolves and will evolve
with your needs.

SKU: PR.50140-01

https://midmed.com.au/product/tweegy-transfer-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Tweegy+Transfer+Chair
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